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CAREER TALK  

Charting Your Course: A Stellar Career Orientation Workshop By Amity 

University For The Elite English School Students 

ELITE CONNECT 

On Wednesday, 5th June 2024, The Elite 

English School hosted an enlightening Career 

Orientation Workshop in collaboration with 

Amity University, Dubai. This highly 

informative session was specially planned for 

our Grade 11 and 12 students, both Science 

and Commerce stream. This session was 

designed to empower our students by giving 

them a glimpse into the exciting world of 

higher education and future careers.  

By exploring various programs and their 

potential career paths, students can start 

making informed decisions about their 

educational goals, setting them on a course 

for a bright and fulfilling future.  

Led by a team of three professionals - Dr. 

Ganga, Dr Ved and Dr Mahshid from Amity 

University who shed light on the vast universe 

of courses awaiting our eager graduates. The 

experts opened up a portal of possibilities, 

showcasing the vast array of exciting 

programs students can pursue. 

Dr. Ganga and her colleagues made the 

session an interactive adventure, sparking 

curiosity in the minds of our students. They 

explored the future scope of various careers, 

painting a vivid picture of what life could be 

like as an engineer, architect, computer 

scientist, psychologist, entrepreneur, law 

expert, chartered accountant, fashion 

designer, and more! 

During the Q&A session that followed, our 

students, asked insightful questions from the 

nitty-gritty of specific programs to the ever-

important "career success" query. Dr. 

Ganga's team tackled them all with patience 

and enthusiasm. 

By the end of the workshop, the message 

was clear: Planning your educational goals 

early is like setting your sights on the stars – 

it gives you direction and propels you 

towards a future that's out-of-this-world (pun 

intended!).  

So, a big round of applause for Dr. Ganga 

and her team for this stellar session, and a 

huge thank you to Amity University, Dubai 

for making it happen!  

  

A World of Possibilities – The experts passionately shared 

career options with students listening in rapt attention. 
 Query Time – Students had their queries answered in a kind 

and patient manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Career Guides – Our CEO Mrs Mathews and our Counselor Ms. Janet 

thanked the team from Amity University for their kind efforts. 

"Remember, students, the future is yours to explore – dream big, aim high, 

and The Elite English School will be your launchpad to success!" 
- Ms. Janet, Counselor 

The Elite English School, Dubai 




